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the data acquisition.

Analysis of the cumulus cloud banding cases continued with emphasis

placed upon the relationships among the three dimensions of cloud bands

and their organization over varying terrain. A more detailed study of

the 20 July 1974 cloud banding case over the Adirondacks in New York

indicates that mixed modes of cloud organization may occur. In this

case, more or less uniform heating over high terrain was manifested by

Rayleigh- Kuettner cloud streets. However, forced lifting of the air

over isolated mountain peaks, possibly aided by surface heating, pro-

duced mechanically induced waves which combined with the moist unstable

air to generate cumulus clouds. The final result was a number of single

widely spaced cloud streets without any apparent interaction with their

environment and a number of irregularly shaped disorganl.zed cloud pat-

terns associated with the irregular topography. Study of the cumulus

cloud banding will now emphasize not only the Rayleigh- Kuettner situa-

tions but also the identification and explanation of these hybrid cloud
patterns.
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istics of various mesoscale cloud features. Furthermore, since cumulus

cloud banding is closely related to the low level wind field, the re-

sults of the study may also lead to the development of new techniques

for deriving winds in data sparse areas.

1.2 Summary of Work Performed During the Reporting Period

During this reporting period the work emphasized the data analysis

with data acquisition limited to the cases selected and ordered during
the previous quarter These cases were received during July and included

14 examples of cumulus cloud banding and eight of wave clouds. Selection

and acquisition of appropriate 1975 cases is planned for early in the

next quarter.

The analysis of mesoscale features continued with a detailed study

of 20 July 1974 cumulus banding case over New York and studies of this

wave clouds seen on 13 March 1974 over Maine and 8 May 1974 over Vermont

and Western Massachusetts. The 20 July 1974 situation differed from

the cumulus banding cases studied previously (17 June 1973 over Massa-

chusetts and 17 January 1974 off the mine coast) because the extreme

irregularity of the underlying topography prevented the smooth, uniform,

steady state flow characteristic of Rayleigh-Kuettner type cumulus
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2.	 Progress During the Reporting Period

2.1 	 Data Collection

During this period forty-three cases of mesoscale Clad features

were received from NOAA-XESS. 	 These cases were ordered during the last

reporting period and the cloud situations they represent were itemiz ed

in; he second., quarterly report. 	 It is felt that the total data set now

available at RRT is probably sufficient for anal ysis but a trip is

planned during the next reporting period to review the 1975 LANDSAT

imagery.	 Any cases of interest will be selected and ordered to supple-

ment or replace the cloud features included in the current data base

and to Mete the data acquisition portion of this study.

2.2	 Data Analysis

Study of cumulus cloud banding cases continued into this period

with efforts concentrating on the Complex case of 20 July 1974 over the

the Ad rondacks. 	 The imagery showed cloud streets in various alignments

which at first appeared to be due simply to flow distortion caused by

topography.	 However, further analysis revealed that the meteorological

conditions characteristic of Rayleigh- u^ttner type cloud streets were

not present. The low-level flow was not smooth, uniform and steady-

state due to the uneven terrain, nor was a curved wind spud profile

found for most of the associated radiosondes. Since these conditions

represent the basic assumptions upon which Kuettner ' s theory of cloud

street development is based, it was necessary to investigate other

causes of the cloud streets.

As the result of this analysis it was found that cloud bands of

the Rayleigh-Kuettner type were formed over high elevations north of

Utica, New York and over the uniform terrain of western New York and

northeastern Pennsylvania. However, over the Adirondacks, forced

lifting of the air by the mountains, possibly assisted by surface

heating, had produced mechanically induced waves. In the conditionally

unstable air overlying this region, these waves produced cumulus clouds

in a number of irregularly shaped patterns which became interspersed

among the cloud bands. The final result was a number of widely spaced

irment andcloud bands without any apparent interaction with the env 
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Kt ner t}po clouds. Further analysis of the wave clouds will be made
especially in regard to quantitatively defining the amount of infom t on
that can be derived from satellite photographs.
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